
Permission to stay for everybody!

Since August, 10th we are protesting 24/7 at the Hallplatz in Nuremberg to make solidarity 
with other refugees in Germany and raise our voice against the laws that despise humanity 
and make people remember:

Human dignity is inviolable!

We went to the street to talk to the people in Nuremberg and to tell them why we became 
refugees. We came to Germany because we come from countries where murder is silent but 
the suppression is calling out loud.

In these countries, there are laws who ignore the virtue of humans and these laws are forced 
upon us every day with absolute cruelty. We come from countries where criticism, freedom of 
will and freedom of speech or even thinking about it is declared a crime.

We overcame the walls around Europe to get here from countries not far away, where human 
rights are declared a crime. We came here to find shelter. We direct our voice to the German 
government and ask them to finally recognize and react to our demands which correspond to 
international human rights which Germany is committed to.

- we demand to stop all deportation to foreign countries, which sends refugees back to their 
torturer and murderers

- to abolish the “Residenzpflicht” It is like an invisible cage, it restricts human rights to be 
able to go everywhere you want to

- we want abolishment of the “Flüchtlingsheime”, where refugees are completely isolated 
from society and literally put into a quarantine

- We want a faster way of dealing with the Asylum seekers and the approval of running 
proposals

- Abolish the so called “Essenspakete” (food packages)
- Abolish the so called “Arbeitsverbot” (work prohibition)

Please support our refugee strike and join us at our demonstration

On Saturday, August 18th 5 p.m. 

At Lorenzkirche

The final demonstration with music is at 7 p.m.

At “Hallplatz”

Organizer: the striking refugees in Nuremberg and their support
Strikenuernberg.wordpress.com; Mail: strikenuernberg@gmail.com
V.i.S.d.P.: Ahmad Kamale, Schafhofstr. 32, 90411 Nürnberg
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